
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mobility and MobilityX 
 
Even during these extraordinary months, our hope is that Master School students, domestic and 
international, are still able to benefit the Mobility element of the EIT Climate-KIC Master School.   
 
For clarity the EIT Master School handbook defines Mobility as comprising two core elements:   
  
R.4.1 | INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY 15 ECTS  
This requires student benefit from international experience outside of their home country. This can 
be achieved while studying abroad, doing the internship and/or working on your thesis research.  
  
R.4.2 | INTERNSHIP MOBILITY 15 ECTS  
This requires student benefit from working experience in the field of climate innovation. This can 
be achieved by working as an intern with a company, research organisation or NGO or developing 
your own start-up.  
  
***Note*** Depending on individual master programme scheduling, these two requirements can 
be completed as a standalone action or can be combined with the Thesis requirements.  
  
  
Going forward, Mobility applications in 2020 will still be individually assessed by university 
Master School Coordinators based on these two main EIT criteria. However, without the option to 
travel abroad and, in many cases, the legal imperative to stay at home, Mobility will have to be 
approached differently, at least the foreseeable future.  We are therefore introducing 
MobilityX.  The X stands for local - the necessity that during 2020 Mobility must comply with 
all Covid-19 work and travel restrictions. The X also asks us all to be adaptable and creative in how 
Mobility is undertaken. MobilityX is in addition to normal mobility. If you are permitted by your 
university, satisfy government travel guidelines and prefer to still spend time living and 
working abroad, this possibility is still open to you. We only wish to extend the range of options 
available.       
  
So, the goal is that during 2020 Mobility can continue to be a flexible platform to help Master 
School students to discover new learning experiences outside the traditional university 
environment. As each Master School student is on a slightly a different learning path, we do not 
want to pre-judge or overly prescribe how, what, where and when individuals might incorporate 
Mobility into their programme of study. MobilityX may include but is not limited the following 
examples:  
   

• A distance internship or project for an organisation based in another country  
• Internship or project in your own start-up or social enterprise or activist organisation  
• A climate innovation project for your student job employer  
• An internship after graduation  



 
 
 
 
 

 

• Another experience that we have not thought of… be creative this is your opportunity to 
try something different.   

  
With MobilityX we hope that however the Covid-19 crisis plays out, students approaching their 
mobility can now at least start to begin to plan a Covid-19 safe form of Mobility during 2020.   
  
MobilityX Requirements for Domestic Students  
For domestic students, i.e. students studying in their home country, this involves identifying an 
organisation either outside their home country or one that has international branches. As with 
Mobility during more normal times, this organisation could be a company, government 
department, research organisation, climate activist group, charity or even your own start-
up. What is necessary is that a host student relationship is formed around a relevant business 
or societal climate challenge, or that a significant piece of research is undertaken e.g. for 
a master thesis (this being the preferred choice for most Master School students). For domestic 
students, even if you don’t travel, the work undertaken during the 
placement should however have a visible international component. We leave it to the individual to 
decide how this is achieved. The MobilityX project or placement should be approved by your 
university Master Label Coordinator in the normal way.  
  
  
MobilityX Requirements for International Students  
For international students already studying and living abroad, a MobilityX placement or project can 
be found locally. Or, if you have already returned home, subject to agreement by the university, it 
is also okay to find a placement or project there. The minimum mobility requirement is that the 
MobilityX should lead to a piece of work on your academic transcript of 15 ECTS. If no academic 
credits are earned from the placement, the mobility should last 3 months in duration (one month = 
5 ECTS). The visible international component is not required for students studying abroad but can 
of course be included if there is one.  The MobilityX project or placement should be approved by 
your university Master Label Coordinator in the normal way.  
  
MobilityX Validation    
  
As per the handbook, the output of the Mobility should be a piece of work that is recorded your 
academic transcript at 30 ECTS (15 ECTS for international students). If no academic credits are 
earned from the placement, the mobility should last approximately 6 months for domestic 
students and close to 3 months for international label students (one month = 5 ECTS).    
  
Students should apply for MobilityX through the university Master Label Coordinator. This year, 
particular consideration will be personal student circumstances. Please include all relevant details 
on the mobility application form so there is a record as to why decisions were taken.  
  
All students wishing to complete a MobilityX internship also still need to 
get an acknowledgment from the host organisation at the beginning and end of the placement. 
A Final Mobility Report will also have to be completed and accepted by the local Master School 
coordinator for it to count towards achieving the EIT Label.   



 
 
 
 
 

 

  
As in normal times, the host organisation of a MobilityX project or placement should be able to 
offer sufficient resources to host the student, even if the hosting is virtual. This includes co-
designing the parameters of the expected work, the expected 
outcomes, and offering enough supervision through online meetings or phone calls. In case there 
is no host organisation, for example for an independent research for a thesis, your thesis 
supervisor must sign the host start of stay and end of stay document to validate that the 
MobilityX is approved by the university. As one of the learning objectives of Mobility is to expand 
your personal network outside the university environment, we always recommend involving an 
external organisation. It is however possible to do mobility without a host organisation if no other 
option is possible.    
  
A short Final Mobility report will be completed by each student to reflect on the 
overall MobilityX experience.    
   
MobilityX Finance  
If travel and social distancing restrictions ease up later in the year, students that are enrolled on 
their master’s programme will still be eligible to apply to their university for Mobility 
finance. This application can be for a grant of up to 6 months or a maximum of 3600 
euros. Where possible, the mobility finance should be related to or support the 
MobilityX placement or project e.g. field research for a thesis or to complete an international 
component of the project. Students can of course also apply for new Mobility placements 
or projects if there is sufficient space in the study programme or graduating later is an option.   
  
Due to its probable Covid-19 friendly nature, it is unlikely that a MobilityX placement or project will 
require students to move to a new city or incur additional costs related to the internship or project. 
If, however such costs are unavoidable, your local university Master School Coordinator will decide 
on a case by case basis if mobility finance can be granted.    
  
The above finance rules also apply to international students already living and studying outside 
their home country. A MobilityX internship or project of minimum 15 ECTS (or three months) is 
required to fulfil the Master School mobility requirement. International Master School students 
can however also still apply for mobility finance in the normal way if additional costs are incurred. 
For example, should an international student find a MobilityX placement or project in their home 
country, they would be eligible for mobility finance in the normal way. Mobility finance of 600 
euros per month is still available up to six months.   
  
Please note that students must probably remain enrolled at their university for the duration of the 
Mobility Finance grant period otherwise they might not be legally eligible to be reimbursed the full 
amount of mobility finance. Please check with your university Master School Coordinator what the 
local rules are for receiving mobility finance after graduation from your master programme if this 
is a possibility.   
  
  
Mobility Deferral or Delay  



 
 
 
 
 

 

It is up to each individual to decide if they want to extend their university enrolment beyond the 
normal two years in order to complete a MobilityX placement or project later in the year or 
next. During 2020, students that choose not to travel abroad or apply for mobility finance later in 
the year, will not be penalised and will still be able to receive the Master School and EIT Label 
Certificate as long as Mobility/MobilityX has been completed.   
  
We hope this flexibility helps you to think creatively about using MobilityX as a platform to add 
new experiences to your master programme even with the new social constraints and 
work restrictions.   
  
The MobilityX rules will be re-assessed for 2021 and any changes will be communicated.  
  
  
Already on Mobility   
If you are currently on Mobility, please urgently follow your own country government and 
university travel policy. Please contact ASAP your local university coordinator to discuss 
about your personal situation. If you must return home from your mobility early, only when you 
have time i.e. when you get home, can you please complete the attached 
mobility change form (Annex 8. COVID-10 Mobility Amendment) with the date that your mobility 
ended. Pay attention to keeping records of unplanned expenses should you need to make a claim 
on your travel insurance later.  
  
No student will be penalised for stopping their mobility early due to the virus. In all cases, your 
health and security are paramount.  


